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WATER IS 
OUR 
MISSION

Water, a vital element for the planet.

BWT (Best Water Technology) develops the best treatment products, equipment, 

technology and services. The group guarantees every day the safety, hygiene 

and health of millions of consumers all over the world. BWT has a wide range of 

products and services: filtration systems, decalcification, disinfection (UV, ozone, 

chlorine dioxide); protection against lime, seawater desalination, reverse osmosis 

systems, production of purified water for the pharmaceutical industry, etc. ..... 

All BWT products and processes are efficient, economical and environmentally 

friendly.

UNION OF TALENTS 

The entrepreneurial spirit, passion for 

research and customer satisfaction have 

made BWT the leader in water treatment 

in Europe. With this enormous success, 

Best Water Technology is now aiming 

for international leadership. As together 

we are stronger, BWT continues to 

grow with the incorporation of new 

companies such as PROCOPI (swimming 

pool manufacturer).

Without water there is no life, no growth, no progress. 

This is why BWT has been dedicating its experience and 

talent to it for over twenty-five years.

FOR YOU AND PLANET BLUE

Our motto "For you and planet blue" 

expresses the very essence of BWT's 

mission: to act responsibly to meet 

your expectations while protecting the 

planet, which is our only habitat.

Conscious of our role, at BWT we apply 

environmentally friendly techniques 

to purify, achieve and preserve, at all 

points of the Earth, our irreplaceable 

water heritage.
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The entrepreneurial spirit and thirst for 

innovation and success have shaped and 

characterized BWT from its beginnings in 

1990 to become the great company it is 

today.

The BWT group, European leader in water treatment, 

puts its experience at your service, whether you are an 

engineering or architectural firm, an installer, an industry 

professional, a company or an individual. Our technology 

and our innovations will offer you water treatment adapted 

to your needs by improving hygiene, safety and energy 

management, in the service of human health and the 

environment.

WATER IS OUR ELEMENT
We have been committed to research and development 

in all aspects of water treatment for decades. Almost 

anywhere there's water, you'll find innovative solutions 

from BWT.  We work hard to develop processes and 

products that create optimum water quality for a variety of 

uses, but always with the aim of reducing energy and raw 

material consumption and minimising CO2 emissions.  

THE NUMBER ONE 
OF WATER 
TREATMENT IN
EUROPE
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OFFICES IN BARCELONA, MADRID AND VALENCIA

BWT, AN AUSTRIAN FAMILY GROUP

BWT IN SPAIN, A COMPANY CLOSE TO YOU 

PRESENCE IN CHILE, BRAZIL, MEXIC, COLOMBIA.

BWT IN SOUTH AMERICA
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For BWT IBERICA quality is more than just a word, it is our commitment. 
The BWT IBERICA manufacturing programme "Made in
Europa" is the only one in Spain backed by the double certification 
ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 13485:2016. 

In addition, all BWT equipment is certified in accordance with the 
requirements of the demanding Spanish regulations for water 
treatment equipment inside buildings.

Always require your equipment to bear this seal to ensure that it is 
suitable for use in drinking water.

MANUFACTURING SITES IN EUROPE ARE ISO 9001 CERTIFIED

ISO 9001-2008 N ° 1994/2604.14: AFNOR certifies 
that the management system implemented by BWT 
France in the field of water treatment has been 
evaluated and declared compliant with the standard 
indicated.

ISO 9001-2008 N ° 677: IQNET certifies that the 
management system implemented by BWT Italy in 
the field of water treatment has been assessed and 
declared compliant with the indicated standard.

ISO 9001-2008 N ° 14790: NQA certifies that the 
management system implemented by BWT UK LTD 
in the field of water treatment has been evaluated 
and declared compliant with the indicated standard.

ISO 9001-2008 N ° VNA6017872/QEO: Lloyd's 
Register LRQA certifies that the management 
system implemented by BWT AG in the field of 
water treatment has been assessed and declared in 
compliance with the above mentioned standard.

BWT IBERICA, RECOGNIZED QUALITY

 

THE STRENGTH OF 
A MANUFACTURER

Being a manufacturer means mastering the entire value chain dedicated to 
customers, and we aim to differentiate ourselves through our industrial capacity, 
which includes seven factories in Europe.

All our components have been 
conceived and designed in Europe 
Research and Development 
Department in St. Denis in France 
and in Mondsee, Austria

• 7 production sites in Europe

5 assembly lines for water softeners

33.000 water softeners manufactured every 
year in Europe

35.100 water softener valves
manufactured each year in Europe

300 filters manufactured every year in Europe

8 assembly lines for industrial and pharmaceutical 
equipment

MADE IN EUROPE

AN EUROPEAN DESIGN

RESOURCES DEDICATED TO INNOVATIONALL 
All of these innovations are possible thanks to the dedication 

within BWT.

1 dedicated department
to innovation

Launching projects on a European scale, such as the 
development of the new generation of domestic and 

business wastewater treatment plants.

4 R&D centres in the 
group

15  million budget 
to develop products for 
tomorrow

+100 experts 
dedicated to the 
development of solutions

INNOVATION 
AND QUALITY
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BEFORE  
STUDY AND DESIGN PHASE
We design tomorrow's facilities.
We put our team and our laboratory at your disposal to respond to 
two objectives:
- To provide a precise, useful solution adapted to the specific needs 
of each client with the best quality/efficiency/price ratio.
- To evaluate the possible perspectives of development of the users' 
needs, integrating this perspective from the very beginning of the 
study.
 

 DURING  
COMMISSIONING AND QUALIFICATION
Always there to listen to you.
The work of our engineers and technicians is not just a technical 
intervention: they work to ensure that the relationship with the user 
lasts and that the customer is guaranteed a constant improvement 
of his installation.

An infallible technique to anticipate any unforeseen event.
We design tailor-made installations adapted to the user's needs 
and qualify them according to industry standards (pharmaceutical, 
medical/sanitary, nuclear...).

 AFTER  
A TAILOR-MADE FOLLOW-UP

Insured training
Our training room is available to our customers to help them 
master their installation and control it perfectly. Training can be 
carried out, on request, at an agency or directly on the customer's 
premises.

As close as possible to your premises.
The nationwide coverage and mobility of BWT teams means that we 
can be there for you as quickly as your needs require.  Our multiple 
regional spare parts warehouses and a central national warehouse 
ensure that you have fast availability of spare parts or materials.

Contracts for every need
BWT offers you tailor-made contracts to accompany you while you 
use your facility. 

A commitment to our responsiveness.
- Consideration of the order.
- Precise qualification of orders.
- Immediate orientation with the counterpart.
- Monitoring of your order by a sales and technical  
 team created for this purpose.

Study and analysis

Concept

Manufacturing 

Service

Technical assistance

TURNKEY

Our engineers and technicians will accompany you through all stages of the 

project with a wide range of integrated services.
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THE BWT SERVICE
ACCOMPANIES YOU
IN EACH STAGE

Water treatment is only optimal if it is forever, safe and 100% 
effective. From standard products to custom-made ones, at BWT we 
adapt our knowledge and experience to your needs.

We have our own after-sales service with 
more than 40 collaborators dedicated 
to providing service throughout the 
territory.
Abroad, our engineers go to the facilities 
of export.

Our highly qualified technicians take part 
in technical trainings to always provide 
you with the best technology and to make 
your products work perfectly and last as 
long as possible.  Thanks to our technical 
means and our communication systems, 
our collaborators can always access the 
necessary information to do their job well.  

Our logistics and planning means allow us 
to respond quickly to your needs and to be 
at your home as soon as possible.

Thanks to our central and regional 
warehouses, where our technicians work, 
you will have access to the main spare 
parts.  

BWT offers you a wide range of comprehensive support options for all products, from advice to after-
sales service, we will be there for you. We all work together so that our customers can always count on 
the best solution for their water.
 
 

 

BY YOUR SIDE

TECHNICAL 
MONITORING 

COMMERCIAL 
MONITORING 

AUDIT AND 
SOLUTIONS 

BWT will provide you with 
proposals to treat water 
in a sustainable way that 

meets your economic and 
ecological needs.

Our technical and 
commercial teams are at 
your disposal to study, 
together with you, durable 
solutions that respond to 
your challenges to help 
you improve your water 
treatment.

Our teams of technicians 
and engineers accompany 
you throughout the water 

treatment life cycle to keep 
it in good working order. 

Throughout the duration of 
the project, you will have a 
single contact person who 
can answer your questions. 

The services we offer Your benefit as a 
customer

- We set up and run your facilities
- Technical assistance contract, from maintenance,  
  etc.
- We take care of the maintenance of your facilities 
- We clean and disinfect your networks
- We remove impurities and fill your technical nets  
  (with anti-corrosives and glycol)
- We advise you on the use of your facilities
- We advise you on how to optimise and improve    
  your equipment - We carry out metrological    
  checks
- We form technical teams
- We provide spare parts services
- We locate materials

Our wide range of services will allow you 
to select the best solution according to 
your facilities and any limitations you may 
have. BWT will accompany you to ensure 
the monitoring and operation of your 
water treatment facilities. We guarantee 
the safety and optimal availability of your 
equipment and actively participate in its 
maintenance.  
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 BWT PERMAQ REVERSE OSMOSIS:  
ROBUSTNESS AND SIMPLICITY
 
When you need to generate osmosis water and space and hygiene are critical, BWT PERMAQ 
equipment is a great solution.

The Permaq range features an advanced design without dead zones and "Full FIT" membranes, which 
ensures maximum quality in the minimum space. Permaq Pico units can be operated independently, in 
a dual-pass configuration, or connected to a Septron Line Compact EDI unit.

Available with high rejection membranes and modes Offline (tank filling), Online (direct connection to 
the network) and Vario (with inverter to adapt the generation to the consumption) 

- Flow rates from 120 to 2500 l/h 
- Ultra-compact
- Configuration with single, double step and optional EDI.
- Dead-zone-free hydraulics ideal for applications sensitive to 
microbiological contamination
- Easy to use and install, "Plug and play 
- Permeate conductivity measurement included
- Multiple analog and digital inputs and outputs
- Electronically controlled "Flushing" system with 
- cleaning and sanitizing.
- Easily integrated with the AQUAflex range of intelligent tanks
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The quality of the mains or well water is not always suitable for feeding the 
PW/WFI equipment and it is then that the use of BWT pre-treatment systems 
is the reliable method for the production of drinking water from raw water. 
With 40 years of experience treating all types of water, BWT is the true 
expert in designing and manufacturing pretreatments that ensure the correct 
operation and performance of PW and WFI equipment in the long term.

BWT PRETREATMENTS: WARRANTY FOR 
YOUR PW/WFI PLANT

- Manual, automatic and self-cleaning filters
- Sand filters and automatic multi-layer filters 
- Automatic activated carbon filters 
- Low consumption decalcification systems
- Automatic ultrafiltration systems 
- Automatic dosing stations 
- Instrumentation for pH, ORP, conductivity and hardness control. 

BWT MAIN AND WELL 
TREATMENT SYSTEMS

ANALYSIS AND 
CERTIFICATIONS

For the correct design of a pre-treatment system it is essential to carry out 
the analysis of the water from the network or well, if possible during a period 
of 12 months. BWT Ibérica has a complete laboratory to carry out complete 
analyses for all types of water.

All BWT Ibérica pretreatment equipment complies with the requirements of 
National laws and regulation).

Model
Water 

consumption 
by conventional 

regeneration (m3)

Water 
consumption 
regenerative 
with HVS(m3)

Salt consumption 
by conventional 

regeneration (Kg)

Salt consumption 
regenerative 
with HVS (Kg)

Annual salt 
consumption 

by conventional 
equipment (Kg)

Annual Salt 
Consumption with 

HVS (Kg)

ANNUAL
SAVINGS 

SALT

HVD 1200 7,4 2 240 96 146.000 70.080 75.920 Kg

COMPARISON OF SALT SAVING IN CONVENTIONAL EQUIPMENT VS HVD

Based on continuous operation at a flow rate of 50 m3/h for 8 hours a day and inlet hardness of 40ºf leaving a residual of 10ºf.
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OSMOSTIL the Osmostil range is based on skid RO systems and is the perfect 
solution for any need for osmosis water for pharmaceutical or industrial use.
 
The range includes all types of RO systems designed to measure, with one or 
two stages and with chemical or hot water sanitization.

BWT OSMOSTIL:                              
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

- Sanitary or industrial design
- From 500 to 25,000 l/h
- With or without break tank
- Custom design
- No dead legs
- Integrated pre-treatment
- High energy efficiency
- Excellent ergonomics
- Compact and sanitary design
- Innovative design with multiblock valve
- Sanitizable with hot water
- Maximum operational safety
- Long membrane life 
- Prevents cleaning and CIPs
- Wide range of antifouling and membranes.

BWT SEPTRONLINE:                     
COMPACT PW PERFORMANCE
The Septron Line 11-62 units are designed to generate purified water in accordance with the 
Ph.Eur. and USP and to operate automatically and continuously in a minimum space. The Septron 
Line incorporates the advanced Septron module manufactured by BWT and thanks to its exclusive 
concentrate recirculation system, it allows maximum microbiological guarantee.

- From 150 to 2400 l/h
- No consumables
- Ideal for laboratories or small spaces
- Validate 
- Expandable 
- Minimum occupation: 1,450 mm x 800 mm
- Silent
- Continuous or on-demand recirculation operation 
- High energy efficiency
- Excellent ergonomics
- Automatic Sanitization
- Compact and sanitary design
- Optional CFR21 part11 compliance
- USP-compliant conductivity measurement
- Maximum operational safety
- Available for rent
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Osmosis + EDI system sanitizable by hot water (>80°C) is the best selling 
PW generation system in the world.

With a wide range of options to meet any need and the possibility of 
developing custom designs, Osmotron is a great solution for any environment 
and also a great option to reduce your investment and maintenance costs.

One and two stage configurations of osmosis plus EDI and final stage of 
Ultrafiltration of 15 KD.

BWT OSMOTRON:                                    
THE PW LEADER

- From 400 to 25,000 l/h on one frame
- No ultraviolet required
- No break tank required
- Integrated hot sanitizable pretreatment Independent or simultaneous   
  pretreatment sanitization
- Optional capacity control
- Energy-saving recirculation mode
- Factory validated with full wet FAT
- Minimum space requirement
- High quality components in 316 L
- BWT AQU@VIEW validated control system with HMI 
- Wide range of connectivity and SCADA integration options
- Optionally includes Septron BioSafe technology with integrated EDI/UF  
  for WFI production

 BWT SEPTRON: THE INGENIOUS HEART 
OF OUR SYSTEMS
 

BWT is the only European manufacturer of electrodeionization modules for the pharmaceutical 
industry. The Septron and Septron Biosafe modules are patented EDI modules that are used as key 
components of our PW and WFI systems. 

The unique Septron WFI is the only module that incorporates ultrafiltration for particle and germ 
retention and pyrogen reduction, making it a very efficient solution when cold pyrogenic water is 
required.

BWT's seamless EDI technology uses an electric field to move ions from the product channel to the 
concentrate channel where they are then removed.

The modules are spiral-shaped for maximum efficiency and are housed in a 316L stainless steel housing. 
All materials are pharmaceutical grade and manufactured in our Swiss factory where 100% of them are 
tested and certified. 

TAILOR-MADE FOR PHARMACEUTICAL 
APPLICATIONS
Good to know: while other EDI modules were originally developed for the power or semiconductor 
industry, the SEPTRON® module was tailored to the needs of the pharmaceutical sector: seamless, 
made of high-grade traceable materials and with a minimum of dead zones.

Its concentrate recirculation system provides the Septron module with unique features:

- Bio-static: No bacterial growth in the concentrate circuit, no UV required.
- High CO2 tolerance (up to 40 ppm)
- Maximum efficiency in the elimination of SiO2 and Boron (99%)
- Maximum TOC reduction (from 80 ppb to < 4ppb)
- High tolerance to variations in input conductivity (up to 35 µS)
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The correct generation of PW and WFI is only one step towards the final 
objective: to have the correct water quality at the point of use. To ensure this 
quality, BWT has developed the LOOPO range, which is fully integrated with 
its generation equipment and allows control of the accumulation tank, the 
distribution loop and the points of use.

The LOOPO is a compact standardized equipment for distribution, control, 
monitoring and sanitation of PW and WFI storage and distribution systems. 

BWT LOOPO:                                      
POINT-OF-USE GUARANTEE

- Thermal or Ozone Sanitation
- Complete sterilization of the system.
- Heat exchanger for temperature maintenance 
- BWT BEWADES UV unit for ozone depletion or bacteria reduction
- Calibrated in-line analytical instrumentation for flow, pressure,   
  temperature, conductivity and ozone 
- Calibrated TOC Analyzer
- Continuous microbiological measurement with AQU@sense
- 316L stainless steel construction 
- Easy and automatic periodic sanitization of the entire storage and  
  distribution system
- Optimal energy efficiency
- Possibility of automatic control and management of POUs 
- Validated control system BWT AQU@VIEW

 

 
Since April 1, 2017 the European Pharmacopoeia (EP) allows the production of cold WFI with membrane 
systems.  The United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) and the Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP) have allowed 
this since 2003 and the 1980s respectively. 

With over 30 operational references and 12,000 m³ produced per day, BWT is the world leader in 
membrane WFI generation.

The Osmotron WFI is a "plug and play" system for cold WFI production with triple safety: double pass 
RO, Septron and UF. The Osmotron WFI also incorporates all the advantages of the Osmotron range. 

The Septron WFI module incorporates in a single piece of equipment 
the EDI module and the ultrafiltration unit, as well as all the necessary 
controls to ensure the correct operation of the plant: pressure 
control in all phases, sanitary sampling after EDI and integrity control 
system.

BWT OSMOTRON WFI:                       
TRIPLY IMPRESSIVE

SEPTRON WFI:                                           
AN INGENIOUS SOLUTION
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Multistill units with Falling Film technology are available for capacities from 
100 to 13,000 l/h. Its innovative output control system allows to modulate the 
production from 50 to 100 %.
 
Their unique system guarantees complete droplet separation for maximum 
safety and unbeatable WFI quality.

BWT MULTISTILL:                                                
MAXIMUM SEPARATION FOR YOUR WFI

- Separation by evaporation, gravity and centrifugation 
- Unique column design for long operating life
- Full factory wet FAT
- Multiple options: Preheater, degasser, self-sterilization...
- Cooling device for sampling and measuring equipment 
- Low maintenance
- Siemens or Allen-Bradley controllers
- Validated control system BWT AQU@VIEW 
- Hot Stand-by, no bacteria growth

THE BWT 3+ SEPARATION 
SYSTEM
The falling film system responds quickly to load changes, and the 3+ separation 
system provides excellent separation of impurities under all flow conditions. 
These features make the Multistill unit ideal for all WFI applications.

At the outlet of the evaporation tubes, the clean steam is rotated 180°. 
The unevaporated feed water and large droplets are separated and fall to 
the bottom of the column. This effluent (typically 5-10%) is continuously 
discharged to drain as a "purge", removing impurities from the separation 
system.

1+ The clean steam continues at a low velocity upwards through the centre 
tube within the column.  The lighter weight droplets continue to separate 
under gravity.

2+ The clean steam enters a tangential port to the cyclone chamber and 
accelerates to high velocity within the chamber. This centrifugal action also 
removes the water droplets with impurities that drain to the base of the 
cyclone chamber.

3+ Finally, the steam rotates again 180° and comes out as pure steam from 
the top of the column.

 BWT COMBITRON:                                    
THE EFFICIENT COMBINATION 
 
Low investment costs and less space required: combine a WFI system with a pure steam system 
instead of investing in two separate systems. 

The special feature of this system is a first column design that makes it possible to produce PS and 
WFI at the same time. The robust natural circulation procedure used in the COMBITRON guarantees 
maximum reliability, even with high loads.  The system is reliable and energy efficient and combines 
the best multi-effect distillation technology with a design that ensures maximum energy savings. The 
unique BWT "floating" heat exchanger system integrated into the distillation column reduces thermal 
stress to the material and welds.

This equipment can also incorporate a thermal or membrane degassing system to meet the 
requirements of DIN EN 285. 

- Water for injectables and pure steam always available
- Custom design for each application. 
- Possibility of integrating WFI tank and hot or cold distribution
- Multiple WFI/PS ratios
- Pure steam available immediately.
- Stable pure steam conditions.
- Validated control system BWT AQU@VIEW 
- Electrical or steam power supply.
-Degasifier (membrane or thermal) to comply with EN 285
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Compact, robust and durable, with hundreds of units installed worldwide, the 
Vapotron is a column pure steam generator (PS). 

Vapotron units are available with Falling Film (FF) and Natural Circulation (NC) 
technology, the first allowing maximum droplet separation and the latter a 
very stable steam pressure even at maximum demand. The panel with the 
standard validated BWT AQU@VIEW software ensures a perfect integration 
with all BWT equipment and systems and with any SCADA or BMS.

The unique BWT "floating" exchanger system integrated into the distillation 
column reduces thermal stress to the material and welds, resulting in a longer 
life for the entire equipment.

This equipment can also incorporate a thermal or membrane degassing 
system to meet the requirements of DIN EN 285. 

BWT VAPOTRON:                                       
THE INDESTRUCTIBLE

- Capacities from 50 to 6000 kg/h
- Electrical or steam power supply.
- Degasser (membrane or thermal)
- Preheater (sanitary tube exchanger)
- Sample-drawing cooler and optional measuring equipment 
- Low maintenance
- Validated control system BWT AQU@VIEW 
- Inlet water flow meter
- Hot Stand-by, no bacteria growth
- All parts in contact with pure steam and WFI material in 316L
- Steam quality measurement equipment.

VAPOTEST: 
PURE STEAM QUALITY CONTROL UNIT

 BWT VACOTRON:                                      
THE ECONOMY OF THE PUREST WATER
 
The Vacotron is a steam compression distiller for the production of water for injection (WFI).

The BWT VACOTRON distillation units operate with the efficient process of mechanical vapour 
compression. A specially designed plate heat exchanger is used as evaporator. The droplet separation 
and the additional heat exchanger for stand-by mode are integrated in one column. The BWT 
VACOTRON can be used to produce hot and optionally cold WFI and works fully automatically.

- Direct drive compressor
- Easy maintenance

- Capacities from 100 to 5,000 l/h
- WFI generation from soft water
- No cold water required for cold WFI generation
- Low energy consumption
- WFI production without cooling water.
- Compressor in pharma finish in steel 316L.
- Fast production start after stand-by
- Hot Stand-by, no bacteria growth
- All parts in contact with pure steam and WFI in steel 316L
- Low maintenance
- Validated control system BWT AQU@VIEW
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The automation and control system is the brain and heart of all BWT systems. 
The implementation of projects according to cGAMP requirements is the basis 
for best performance and results.    

Developed specifically for PW , WFI and PS the AQU@VIEW automation 
products are available for all BWT systems and offer high quality process 
control with open and validated software combined with simple and intuitive 
graphical interfaces. All of them are based on internationally recognized control 
systems such as Siemens or Rockwell and allow to meet the requirements of 
21 CFR Part 11.

The use of independent PLC-CPU for each equipment provides the maximum 
independence and security in each equipment and allows access to all 
controls, alarms, operating parameters, etc. locally or remotely

The system is fully tested during functional FAT. This guarantees a perfect 
system tested before shipment to its destination.

Aqu@view Control
Open and validated control software for PLC and HMI
Aqu@view SCADA
Validated operation and visualization software 
Aqu@view Operator Reporting. 
Automated system for printing reports
Aqu@view Data Logger
Safe and reliable cGMP and 21 CFR part 11 compliant system for data 
monitoring, trending and archiving 
Aqu@view Audit Trail
21CFR part 11 compliant system for monitoring and management of users, 
data and interventions
Aqu@view Data Export
System for data export
Aqu@view Remote Operation
Remote HMI client for remote management and display 
Aqu@view Remote Assistance 
Remote support from BWT specialists for all processes and products
Aqu@view POU Management 
Point of use management system including priorities, alarms and sanitization 
processes

AQU@VIEW PRODUCTS 
COVER ALL THE NEEDS OF 
PW, WFI AND PS PLANTS

BWT AQU@VIEW:                                         
OPEN AND VALIDATED SOFTWARE

BWT AQU@SERVICE:                                   
YOUR MAINTENANCE TEAM
 
With an expert team based in Milano, Valencia and Barcelona, BWT P&B ensures a close and efficient 
GMP service including both scheduled maintenance and actions in case of failure or emergency. BWT 
P&B's after-sales team accompanies you from the FAT and carries out with you a joint and coordinated 
maintenance planning according to pharmaceutical specifications with complete documentation 
according to GMP principles and ISPE guidelines. You can choose between two GMP validated 
maintenance contract options:

- Full 5-year maintenance contract with the guarantee of a closed price. Includes scheduled maintenance 
visits and all necessary materials for 5 years.
- Annual contract plus cost of consumables, includes scheduled maintenance visits

BWT's service team covers all your needs and ensures the proper operation and documentation of 
your equipment throughout its life:

- Calibration of critical quality instrumentation.
- Filter integrity testing, determination of clean steam quality according to EN-285, laboratory analysis, 
etc. 
- System audits carried out by qualified and independent engineers.
- Continuous update of your system's technical documentation 
- Specific theoretical and practical training.
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The AQU@SENSE MB is a fast and accurate continuous microbiological quality 
monitor for PW and WFI by flow cytometry. The AQU@ Sense MB counts 
the actual viable bacterial cells (TCC) present in the water, accurately and 
in minutes. Even bacteria that are in an induced stress state and cannot be 
cultured are detected by the flow cytometry technology that equips the 
AQU@Sense MB. Furthermore, the method is not subject to specific nutritional 
or incubation requirements. 

AQU@Sense MB is the solution to reduce plate control and its associated 
costs, with minimum effort and low cost per sample. The short time to result 
provides timely information in case of a deviation and allows immediate 
reaction.

The device can be used in two different measurement modes: continuous 
measurement or field sampling for process monitoring and multiple POU 
control.

The display is easy and intuitive and clearly shows the main results, while 
providing detailed data for in-depth analysis by microbiologists.

BWT AQU@SENSE MB: INSTANTANEOUS 
MICROBIOLOGICAL CONTROL 

- Proven technology with no false positives
- Accurate measurement of real viable cells (TCC)
- Faster system sanitation and direct verification of effectiveness
- Freedom of choice for continuous automatic and manual sampling
- Sanitary replaceable cartridge for 1000 measures
- Continuous sampling or sampling

THE ADVANTAGES OF 
AQU@SENSE

 

Electrolytic ozone generators for use in pure water storage and distribution systems

- Can be adapted to any PW/WFI system
- Highest microbiological safety with continuous prevention of microbiological growth
- Ozone is produced directly from pure water
- Compact design, components and connections according to pharmaceutical   
  requirements
- Proven and reliable technology, hundreds of systems 
  based worldwide
- Modular concept - easy capacity increase from 4 to 40g ozone/h 
- Touch panel with all relevant operating data (ozone capacity, flow rate, pressure,   
  temperature, voltage, current) and password protection
- Quick and easy maintenance and parts replacement

Electrolytic ozone generators for use in pure water storage and distribution systems

- From 1.6 m3/h to 50m3/h
- Can be retrofitted to any existing PW/WFI system
- Efficient PW disinfection
- The easiest solution for ozone removal in PW and WFI
- High operational reliability
- Lowest operation and maintenance costs

BWT CARTRIDGE FILTER RANGE 
Filtration solutions for every need

- Unit identification for complete traceability
- Cartridges are pre-rinsed with PW (> 17 MΩ.cm)
- A series of integrity tests have been carried out according to quality standards in terms  
  of  bacterial challenge (biological grade)
- It is supplied with a certificate of conformity and a validation guide available on   
  request.
- Sanitizable with hot water, steam, autoclave and chemical agents

BWT STERITRON:                                   
OZONE FROM PW AND WFI

BWT BEWADES:                                 
RELIABLE UV TECHNOLOGY   
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UV radiation equipment emits light with a wavelength in the vicinity of the ultraviolet light 
spectrum, in particular, in the shorter wavelenght band of that spectrum known as UV-C. 
UV radiatopn has been shown to be effective in inactivating coronavirus in aerosol and on 
surfaces.

The BWT Steril System BEST AIR range is designed to treat air continously in the presence 
of people to inactivate aerosol suspended viruses. 
The units have their own air recirculation system and can treat room of different volumes. 
When the viruses pass through the equipment, they are inactivated by 99.999%.

The BWT Steryl Systel BEST SURFACE range is designed to treat surfaces without chemicals 
in the absence of people. It can treat any type of surface.

BWT UV-C equipment complies with all the safety criteria, European Directives and Stan-
dards included in the recent UNE 0068 Standard "Safety requirements for UV-C equipment 
used for air disinfection of premises and surfaces "which is included in the Note from the 
Ministry of Health dated 25 June 2020 on Ultraviolet C radiation. 

UV-C

BWT ES ULE 1000 BWT ES ULE 2000

KB299 AR 300- 1500 
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